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Electron-electron interaction in the ionization of O71 by He

W. Wu,* K. L. Wong,† E. C. Montenegro,‡ R. Ali,§ C. Y. Chen, C. L. Cocke, R. Do¨rner,i V. Frohne,¶ J. P. Giese,
V. Mergel,i W. E. Meyerhof,** M. Raphaelian,†† H. Schmidt-Böcking,i and B. Walch

J. R. Macdonald Laboratory, Physics Department, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas 66506
~Received 19 August 1996!

Contributions of the electron-electron and electron-nucleus interactions to the ionization of O71 by He are
experimentally separated using recoil momentum spectroscopy. The electron-electron contribution is found to
produce much smaller recoil momenta, both longitudinal and transverse. The momentum distributions of the
two mechanisms are in good agreement with theoretical predictions. The comparison between the experiment
and the theory suggests that electron-electron interactions in the projectile ionization can be understood in
terms of free-electron impact ionization of the projectile ions.@S1050-2947~97!09702-3#

PACS number~s!: 34.50.Fa, 34.80.Dp
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I. INTRODUCTION

The ionization of a hydrogenlike projectile by a He targ
can be driven by two different interactions. The first is t
interaction between the projectile electron and the scree
He nucleus~eN interaction!, and the second one is betwee
the projectile electron and target electrons~ee interaction!
@1–6#. TheeN interaction is understood here as the inter
tion with the screened target, which is left in its ground st
after collision, and implicitly includes some projectile
electron–target-electron interaction~screening!. Generally,
this is the more important process, which is historically mo
thoroughly studied. In theee interaction, the target electron
act as quasifree electrons and obey kinematic conditions
propriate to the interaction of nearly free electrons with
projectile.

While the importance of theee interaction has been theo
retically recognized within the Born approximation sin
1953@1#, experimental evidence was not seen until 1989@7#.
The ee process has a threshold at an ion velocity appro
mately equal to the threshold electron velocity in the cor
sponding free-electron impact ionization. The ‘‘approxim
tion’’ in the ion-atom case is caused by the motion of t
target electron in the target nuclear potential. Hu¨lskötter
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et al. @7# reported enhancements in the ionization cross s
tion for C51 and O71 in collisions with He and H2 above this
threshold velocity, and showed that the excess of the c
section above what one would expect for theeN ionization
could be attributed to theee contribution. Further evidence
for theee process was observed by Montenegroet al. @8# in
the ionization of He1 by He and H2 at high velocities where
theeemechanism dominates.

A clear separation of theee andeN processes relies on
differential cross-section measurements. Montenegroet al.
@9# reported evidence for the influence of theee interaction
in the scattering angle~projectile transverse momentum! de-
pendence for the ionization of C51 and O71 by He and H2.
More recently, theee and eN processes were complete
separated by Do¨rner et al. @10# and Wuet al. @11# by mea-
suring the recoil longitudinal momentum transfer. The ba
physics for the separation of the two mechanisms is that
eN interaction throws the recoil He ion forward while theee
interaction leaves it nearly at rest. The momentum and
ergy transferred to the projectile electron in theeN interac-
tion are supplied by the He atom acting coherently a
whole. Conservation of momentum and energy leads to
result that the He recoil is thrown forwards with a longitud
nal momentumPz given byQ/v for small-angle scatterings
@10,11#. Herev is the projectile velocity andQ is the mag-
nitude of the electronic energy that the projectile must
ceive to be ionized, i.e., the sum of the binding energy of
projectile electron plus the kinetic energy of the ionized el
tron in the projectile frame. On the other hand, when
projectile is ionized by interacting with a quasifree He ele
tron, the remaining He1 ion core is just a spectator to th
process and is left with only its original small Compton m
mentum. Thus theee process should leave the recoil near
at rest.

The possible reaction channels and the corresponding
teractions are illustrated in Fig. 1. While theeeprocess pro-
duces a He1 ion, the eN process will leave a neutral H
unless some other interaction also ionizes the He atom
ing the same collision. If this interaction is that between t
projectile nucleus and one of the He electrons, it would
described within a Born approximation formalism as
second-order process. In the present experiment, since
projectile charge is large and the projectile must pass v
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2772 55W. WU et al.
close to the He nucleus in order to be ionized, the ionizat
of He by the projectile is a very probable process in
intermediate velocity region. As the projectile energy
creases, the relative importance of these high-order me
nisms decreases@8,10#.

In this work we report momentum distributions foreeand
eN processes up to a bombarding energy of 75 MeV, wh
the contribution from theee process becomes more pr
nounced. We further provide quantitative analyses of th
distributions in both transverse and longitudinal momentu

II. EXPERIMENT

The experiment was carried out in the J. R. Macdon
laboratory at KSU. O71 beams of 20–40 MeV were obtaine
directly from the Tandem Van de Graaff accelerator, a
higher-energy O71 ions were obtained by further acceler
tion through the LINAC. The experimental apparatus a
technique have already been described in detail elsew
@12#. Briefly, the projectile ions passed through a target
jet collimated so that the thermal momentum of the tar
along the beam direction was limited to approximately 0
a.u. He ions produced in the collision region were extrac
at right angles to the beam by an electric field of 5 V/cm a
sent onto a position-sensitive channelplate detector. The
jectiles were charge-state analyzed and detected by a se
position-sensitive channelplate detector located 4 m down-
stream. The major charge-state selection was accompli
by magnets located 0.5 m before and after the collision
gion. Additional charge-state selection was provided by t
electrostatic deflectors, with opposite polarity, position
0.05 m before and after the jet and deflecting in the pla
normal to that of the magnetic deflection. Corrections

FIG. 1. Illustration of reaction channels and possible proces
that contribute to the ionization of O71 by He.
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events due to double collisions and random coincidences
important for this experiment because the cross section
target ionization is about 2 orders of magnitude larger th
that for projectile ionization. These corrections were ma
possible by using our rather complete magnetic and elec
static charge analysis system to isolate double collision c
tributions. The main beam was prevented from reaching
projectile detector by a beam block so that only projec
ions that had lost one electron were detected. The flight t
between the detection of the projectile and the recoil, and
position at which the recoil hit on the recoil detector, we
used to determine the recoil charge state and all three c
ponents of its vector momentum@12#.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Longitudinal momentum distributions

Recoil longitudinal momentum (pz) distributions for pro-
jectile ionization accompanied by target single ionizati
~He1! and double ionization~He21! are shown in Fig. 2.
They are plotted inQ-value space (Q5pzv) so that posi-
tions corresponding to ionization of an electron from t
projectile into a particular continuum state are aligned
different projectile energies. Theee threshold energy for the
O71 system is 26 MeV, and the He1 data reveal the growth
of a second peak attributable to this process nearpz50 ~Q
50! for projectile energies above this energy. The feature
less pronounced in the He21 channel. The experimental reso
lution in pz was measured to be 0.6 a.u.@full width at half
maximum~FWHM!# @12#. The broader peak widths seen fo
both theeeandeNmechanisms are caused by target ioniz
tion that involves the electrons in the target continuum. Su
broadening is expected to be broader for the He21 channel
than for the He1 channel because the former involves o
more electron in the target continuum. This partially expla
why the separation between theeeandeNmechanism is less
pronounced when a He21 is produced. At higher collision
energies where theee contribution overtakes theeN contri-
butions, a clearee distribution nearQ50 emerges in the
He21 channel.

We now suggest quantitative models for the description
those spectra of Fig. 2 in which He1 is produced. If the
projectile is ionized by theeN interaction, thiseN channel
will be hereafter referred to as loss ionization@LI, Fig. 1, eN
~He1!#. Within the independent electron approximation fo
malism, LI can be described as projectile ionization due
the screened He nucleus, accompanied by the target ion
tion via interaction between the projectile nucleus and one
the target electrons. TheeN process for projectile ionization
is caused by interaction of the projectile with the screen
He nucleus@13,14#, but the screening is nearly negligible i
this case because the O71 can only be ionized for impac
parameters well inside the He screening radius. Neglec
this screening, we thus carried out a SCA~semiclassical ap-
proximation! calculation@15# in the projectile frame using an
unscreened He nucleus. The resulting differential cross
tion is shown in Fig. 3 as a solid line for the collision ener
of 20 MeV, where the total cross section has been norm
ized to 1. The threshold atQ532 a.u. is the ionization po
tential of O71.
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The spectrum calculated above should reflect the mom
tum distribution of a neutral He recoil, not that of the recoi
ing He1 ion. Thus an additional broadening of theQ spec-
trum of Fig. 2 due to the momentum carried away by th
target electron must be included. We have taken this in
account by assuming that the experimentalpz distribution for
target single ionization~where the projectile remains un-
changed! is the same as that for target single ionization a

FIG. 2. Longitudinal recoil momentum spectra for O71 on He.
Q5Pzv is the endoergicity of the collision if the projectile electron
energy is measured in the projectile frame.
n-

e
to
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companied by projectile ionization. This experimentalpz dis-
tribution was measured by recording He1 recoil position in
coincidence with the primary beam~O71! @12#. The result
obtained by folding the SCA spectrum of Fig. 3 into th
target ionizationpz distribution is shown in Fig. 3 as a
dashed line. There may be a slight difference between
distributions for target ionization accompanied by project
ionization and pure single target ionization because they m
occur at different impact parameters. Do¨rneret al. @16# have
shown that for single ionization in H11He collisions, thepz
distribution becomes broader at smaller impact paramet
One estimate of the momentum distribution for target ioni
tion accompanied by projectile ionization from first prin
ciples is, however, not practically feasible at the moment

If the projectile ionization accompanied by He1 produc-
tion is caused by theeemechanism, no further interaction i
needed@Fig. 1, ee ~He1!#. The recoil He1 for this mecha-
nism can be treated as a spectator. The measured recoilpz is
then due to the Compton profile of the target, i.e.,pz52p z

e,
wherep z

e is the longitudinal momentum of the target ele
tron when it is interacting with the projectile electron. Thepz
differential cross section due to theeeprocess can be written
in the impulse approximation as@17#

dsee~He
1!

dpz
5seII@Ee~pz

e!#J~pz
e!5seII@Ee~2pz!#J~2pz!,

~1!

whereseII(Ee) is the cross section for the ionization of th
projectile by a free electron with energyEe , andJ(p z

e) is the
density of target electron at a momentump z

e, which is asso-
ciated with the target Compton profile. The kinetic energyEe
for the target electron in the projectile frame can be writt
from energy conservation considerations as~in atomic units!
@18#

FIG. 3. Model spectra for the ionization of 20-MeV O71 via the
eN process. The solid line is an SCA calculation for project
ionization only, and the dashed line is the model spectrum for p
jectile ionization accompanied by He1 recoils.
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2774 55W. WU et al.
Ee.
1
2 ~2v !21~2v !~pz

e!2IHe

5 1
2 ~2v !21~2v !~2pz!2IHe, ~2!

whereIHe is the ionization potential of He,v is the velocity
of the projectile, and2v is the velocity of the target in the
projectile frame. The signs for the velocity and momentu
are retained in the equation to show that a target elec
moving towards the projectile has bigger kinetic energy
the projectile frame than an electron initially moving in th
opposite direction. The electron impact ionization cross s
tion seII was calculated from the Coulomb-Born-exchan
~CBE! model@19#. We used the experimental distribution fo
target single ionization asJ(Pz), since this is expected to b
close to the results of folding the Compton profile with t
experimental resolution function in this case. The result
differential cross section for theee interaction is shown in
Fig. 4, wherePz has been converted toQ following Q5Pzv.
The important feature of this model is that the peak posit
for the ee process is shifted towards positiveQ by an
amount that decreases with increasing projectile energy.
is consistent with the experimental spectra shown in Fig
The reason for this is the strong onset ofseII at velocities
near the threshold~Fig. 4 inset!. Thus, a target electron mov
ing towards the projectile has a bigger cross section tha
target electron moving away from the projectile. For 20- a
40-MeV projectiles, whose velocities are below the thresh
for electron impact ionization of O71, only positivePz val-

FIG. 4. Model spectra for theeemechanism of the ionization o
O71 at different collision energies. The inset is the CBE calculat
for free-electron impact ionization~eII! of O71. Waves seen for the
20- and 24-MeV data are due to the statistics of the experim
distribution, which is folded into the model~see text!.
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ues, corresponding to target electrons with velocity lar
than threshold velocity in the projectile frame, contribute.

The final model distributions for theeN andeeprocesses
were compared to the experiment by adjusting theee/eN
cross section ratio so that the model fit the experimen
distribution visually. The results are shown in Fig. 5. T
overall theoretical distribution for each spectrum was n
malized to the experiment. The agreement in shape betw
the experiment and the model is very good. The shape for
ee distribution is well accounted by the theory, while th
agreement for theeN shape is not as good as that for theee
part. The results indicate that the SCA is a good approxim
tion for the eN process, and theee process can be under
stood in terms of the free-electron impact ionization of t
projectile, modulated by the target Compton profile. T
conclusion is a step beyond our earlier analysis on totalee
and eN cross sections@11,20#, where we showed that th
contribution of theee interaction relative to the totaleN
process was in good agreement with the plane-wave B
approximation and impulse approximation calculations@11#,
and that the total cross section for theeeprocess was nearly

nt

FIG. 5. Longitudinal recoil momentum spectra for ionization
O71 in coincidence with a He1. Dashed lines are from the mode
spectra for theeN process~short dashed line! and theee process
~long dashed line!. Solid lines are fits to the present data obtain
by adjusting theee/eN ratio.
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identical to the corresponding cross section for free-elec
impact ionization@20#.

B. Transverse momentum distributions

In Ref. @11#, we showed that theee interaction can be
separated from theeN process in the two-dimensional reco
longitudinal-transverse momentum spectra. This allows u
isolate the transverse momentum~p'! distributions, and to
obtain the impact parameter dependence for theee andeN
interactions separately. Here we present and analyze t
separately. Thep' distribution for the ionization of 59-MeV
O71 accompanied by He1 is plotted in Fig. 6, where~a! is
for the ~LI ! process caused by two electron-nuclear inter
tions, and~b! is for the process due to a singleee interaction.
The comparison shows that theee process peaks at smalle
p' than theeN process, indicating that theee process is
important at relatively larger impact parameters. The exp
nation is the following.

The LI process can be considered as a product of
electron-nucleus ionizations@Fig. 1, eN ~He1!#. Following
an independent electron description, the impact param
~b! dependence of the LI probability,PLI(b), can be ex-
pressed as

PLI~b!52Pi~b!@12Pi~b!#PeN~b!, ~3!

wherePi(b) is the probability for ionizing the He by the
projectile andPeN(b) is the probability for ionizing the pro-

FIG. 6. Transverse recoil momentum spectra for ionization
O71 in coincidence with a He1 caused by~a! two-electron–nucleus
interactions, loss-ionization~LI !, and ~b! one singleee interaction
(ee). Dashed lines are the model distributions, and solid lines
the model distributions convoluted with the experimental resolut
~see text!.
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jectile through theeN interaction. Because the projectil
electron is much more tightly confined than the target el
tron, it is unlikely thatPi(b) varies much over the range o
impact parameters wherePeN(b) is important. ThusPLI(b)
can be simplified by using an impact parameter avera
probability (Pi) for target ionization, PLI(b).2Pi(1
2Pi)PeN(b). Within this approximation, the shape of the L
probability distribution is the same as theeN contribution to
the projectile ionization. The same nonscreened target po
tial used for longitudinal momentum analysis in Sec. III
was assumed andPeN(b) was calculated within the SCA
approximation@6#.

Theee process is the incoherent ionization of the proje
tile by the target electrons@13,14#. The probability for this
process to occur can be written as an SCA ionization pr
ability, which is a function of the impact parameter betwe
projectile nucleus and the various parts of the target elec
cloud @5,6#. To obtain this probability as a function of th
impact parameter relative to the target nucleus, i.e.,b, we
folded the former probability with the square of the targ
wave function. The result is that this process can occu
quite largeb. The broader range of impact parameters wh
theee interaction is effective, compared to theeN contribu-
tion, is indeed an important signature of theeemechanism.
Previous measurements by Montenegroet al. @9# indicated
the preponderance of theeeover theeN contribution at large
impact parameters. However, in order to have experime
access to the shape of theee distribution, it would be nec-
essary to measure projectile scattering angles smaller
1022 mrad, which was not possible with the experimen
arrangement used in Ref.@9#. With the present measuremen
of the transverse recoil momentum, we are able to mea
the impact parameter distribution corresponding to projec
scattering angles as low as 1023 mrad, allowing a more di-
rect comparison with the theoretical calculations.

The next question to be considered concerns the con
tion between the measured differential cross sectionds/dp'

and the theoretical distributionbP(b). Both LI andee pro-
cesses are four-body collision processes with two electr
left in the continuum after the collision~cf. Fig. 1!. Thus, in
principle, the transverse momentum balance among the1

recoil, the projectile, and the two electrons has too ma
degrees of freedom to give a simple relation between
impact parameterb and the transverse momentumP' . How-
ever, early studies of the recoil transverse momentum dis
bution for various systems such as U32,6511Ne @21#,
F911He @22#, and H11He @16,23,24# suggest that, although
there is no unique relation betweenP' andb, the transverse
recoil momentum is more closely related to the impact
rameter than is the projectile scattering angle. We follow
analysis of@22# in which a ‘‘frozen-electron’’ model was
developed. In this model, the relationship betweenb andp'

is obtained assuming that the role of the target electron
determining the momentum exchange between the two in
acting nuclei is to screen the nuclear field of the rec
nucleus. Under this assumption, the relationship betweeb
and p' , p'(b) can be obtained using a Bohr-like potenti
Vpt5ZpZte

2bR/R, wherep and t refer to the projectile and
target, respectively,b52.206 a.u. is the screening consta
characterizing a bare projectile nucleus interacting with
neutral He atom, andR is the internuclear distance@22#.
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2776 55W. WU et al.
Knowing the deflection functionp'(b), the impact param-
eter probabilities can be obtained by the relation

bP~b!5
1

2p

ds

db
5

1

2p Udp'~b!

db U ds

dp'

. ~4!

The experimental probabilityP(b) obtained from Eq.~4!
has a built-in experimental resolution. To make a pro
comparison, the theoretical calculations must be convolu
with the experimental resolution distribution. Assuming th
thex andy components of the transverse momentum,px and
py , have a Gaussian resolution distribution with the sa
varianceG, the resolution distribution for the transverse m
mentump'5Apx21py

2 is given by the Rayleigh distribution

@25# R(p')5(p' /G2)e2p'
2 /2G2. The theoretical probability

P(b) was transformed into thep' space using Eq.~4!, con-
voluted with the Rayleigh distribution, and transformed ba
into b space. In the present measurements,G50.85 a.u., cor-
responding to ap' width of 2.0 a.u.~FWHM!.

Figures 6 and 7 show the recoil transverse momentum
the impact parameter differential cross sections for the
and ee processes in 59-MeV O711He collisions. The nor-
malization is such that in Fig. 6 the theoretical curves g
the total number of experimental counts, and in Fig. 7
experimental points give the total theoretical cross section
can be seen from Fig. 7 that good agreement is obta
between the model calculations described above and the
perimental data transformed intob space. The main feature

FIG. 7. Impact-parameter-dependent probabilities for the lo
ionization~LI ! process~a! and theeeprocess~b!. Dashed lines are
the model distributions, and solid lines are the model distributi
convoluted with the experimental resolution~see text!.
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described in the beginning of this section also clearly app
in these figures. Atb;0 theee probability is about 10% of
the LI due to the nonlocalized nature of the He electr
cloud. Essentially for the same reason, theee probability is
more than an order of magnitude larger than the LI one
b;1 a.u., showing clearly a flatter distribution.

On a linear scale, the broader impact parameter distr
tion of the ee process results in a sharply peaked mo
distribution nearp';0, as the dashed curve in Fig. 6~b!
shows. For large impact parameters and smallp' , our trans-
formation of p' into b, which includes only the nuclear
nuclear repulsion, is only an approximation, both becaus
is not correct here to associatep' with a classicalb and
because the transverse momentum imparted to the He a
can depart substantially from that finally carried off by t
He1 ion. The observed shape for theee process in the
present experiment is, however, largely due to the exp
mental resolution, which hides to a considerable extent th
shortcomings of the model for theee process~cf. the solid
line, which is the model distribution convoluted with th
experimental resolution!. The LI distribution, on the other
hand, is not so much affected by the experimental resolu
because largep' is involved. This feature is common t
mechanisms dominated by close collisions@22#.

IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, the importance and the main dynamical f
tures of the electron-electron interactions in ion-atom co
sion have been investigated for projectile ionization us
recoil momentum spectroscopy. The contributions to the i
ization of O71 by the nucleus and the electrons of a He tar
were experimentally separated. The electron-electron co
bution was found to produce much smaller recoil mome
tum, longitudinal and transverse to the beam direction.
have presented quantitative models that account for the
gitudinal and transverse recoil momentum distributions
the projectile ionization accompanied by a He1 recoil. This
channel can be reached by two-electron–nucleus interact
or by a single electron-electron interaction. For theeN con-
tribution, comparisons between the model and the exp
ment show that the ionization of O71 by He is very pertur-
bative and the semiclassical calculations explain the m
feature of theeN distributions, both longitudinal and trans
verse. For theeecontribution, a model based on the impul
approximation reproduces the experimental recoil longitu
nal momentum distributions very well, indicating that theee
process can be understood in terms of free-electron im
ionization of the projectile, modulated by the target Compt
profile. A full understanding of the recoil transverse mome
tum distribution foreeprocess is limited by the experiment
resolution, but its main signature, i.e., its broad distributi
in the impact parameter space, is clearly identified.
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